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Mishnah Temurah, Chapter 2

(1) There are [laws relating] to

individual sacrifices which do not

apply to communal sacrifices and there

are laws relating to communal

sacrifices which do not apply to

individual sacrifices. For individual

sacrifices can effect exchange whereas

communal sacrifices cannot effect

exchange. Individual sacrifices [such

as the sin-offering and the

peace-offering] can be males or

females, whereas, communal sacrifices

can only be males. Liability remains

for [some of] the sacrifices of an

individual and their drink-offerings [which have a set time, such as the birth

offering and that of the leper, and if they were not brought on the eighth day,

they are brought after the eighth day] whereas liability does not remain for

communal sacrifices nor for their drink-offerings [and if their set time has expired

they are not offered]. Although liability remains for their drink-offerings [to be

offered up even after their set time] when the sacrifice is offered up [on time].

There are [laws relating] to communal sacrifices which do not apply to the

sacrifices of individuals, for communal sacrifices supersede Shabbat and the laws

of ritual impurity [if most of the priests were defiled with z`nehzn ], whereas

sacrifices of individuals do not supersede either the Shabbat or the laws of ritual
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impurity. Said Rabbi Meir: But are

there not cases of the [tamid] cake

meal-offerings of the High Priest and

the bull of Yom Kippur which are

sacrifices of individuals and yet

supersede Shabbat and the laws of

ritual impurity. Rather the rule [of

whether they supersede shabbat and

defilement does not depend upon them

being communal, rather, it] depends

on whether the time for the offering is fixed [and if they are fixed they supersede

shabbat and defilement].

(2) A sin-offering of an individual [which was lost but] whose owners have

procured atonement [through a replacement and then the original animal was

found] is left to die [this is an oral law handed down from Sinai], whereas, that

of the community is not left to die. Rabbi Yehudah says: It too, [is included in

the oral law and] is left to die. Rabbi Shimon says: Just like we find regarding

the [first three of the five zeznd ze`hg — sin-offerings that must be left to die

(see Zevahim 8:1), which are] 1, offspring of a dedicated animal, 2, the substitute

of a sin-offering and 3, the sin-offering whose owners died, that the rules

concerning these apply only to an individual, but not a community [since by

definition none of the above can be communal, 1, communal offerings are only

male thus there are no offspring 2, the laws of temurah are not applicable to

communal offerings and 3, they have no owners]. Similarly [the rules concerning

the last two of the zeznd ze`hg which are] 4, the sin-offering whose owners have
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acheived atonement through another

animal and 5, [a sin-offering] whose

year has passed, applies only to an

individual but not to the community.

(3) In some ways [the laws relating to]

dedications are more stringent than

those relating to exchange, and in

some ways [the laws relating to]

exchange are more stringent than those

relating to dedications. Dedicated

animals can effect exchange but

exchanged animals cannot effect other exchanges. A community or partners can

dedicate but cannot effect exchange. We can dedicate embryos and limbs but we

cannot effect exchange with them. Exchange is more stringent in that it has effect

on a permanently blemished animal [if one substituted it for a sanctified animal]

and [if one redeems it, it is considered hullin only in regard to be eaten and],

does not become hullin to be sheared of its wool and worked [as would be a

blemished animal dedicated after it was blemished]. Rabbi Yose son of Rabbi

Yehudah says: An exchange in error is as an intentional exchange [i.e, if one

says: The first black animal that comes out of the barn will be an exchange for

... and a white one came out instead, it is a valid exchange] but a dedication in

error is not the same as an intentional dedication [and would not be valid]. Rabbi
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Elazar says: Kilayim [the offspring of

a he-goat and a ewe], treifah and an

animal extractedbyCaesareansection, a

tumtum and androgynous, neither

become sacred by exchange, nor [even according to Rabbi Yehudah that holds

that the offspring of a dedicated animal can effect an exchange] can they [if born

to a sanctified animal] cause dedication [by exchange].
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